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T
hink about being 17. h Think about being awkward,

energetic, strong. Coming into your own body.

h Now, think about that teacher. He calls you

“gorgeous,” maybe touches you in a familiar way. He

talks about your body in a way that makes you uncomfortable.

Off�-kilter. h While that’s not criminal, it is sex-based

harassment. There’s a powerful federal law that could protect

you — and others. h But Florida’s disinterest in ensuring

districts follow federal law has hamstrung that very law and

puts children at risk of enduring further harassment and

abuse, a USA TODAY Network-Florida investigation has found.

Experts say Florida schools risk 
student safety, alarmingly underuse
federal law on reporting sex abuse

Kate Cimini Naples Daily News | USA TODAY NETWORK – FLORIDA
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TITLE IX

See TITLE IX, Page 4A

More inside
Who is protected by Title IX
and where is it applied? 4A

Lee County Public Schools:
A Title IX model to follow.
5A

How do you fi�le a Title IX
complaint? 8A“(These parents) are not skilled in federal

legislation. They don’t know what Title IX means.

Unless the school tells them their rights, they

wouldn’t know to do it.”
Gregg Schwartz, attorney
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At 4:20 p.m. on Jan. 18, 2021, Doug
Logan was allowed inside an elections
offi�ce in rural Georgia to examine vot-
ing machines. He admittedly did not
have authorization from any govern-
ment agency.

As Logan walked down a sidewalk
and approached the brick building in
Coff�ee County, about 200 miles south-
east of Atlanta, he could not conceal his
smile.

Already inside was an all-too-willing
elections supervisor who had unlocked
the door for Logan’s coordinated visit,
which was confi�rmed by a security
camera.

Logan, along with a colleague
named Jeff�rey Lenberg, left nearly four
hours later, only to return the next
morning. Logan stayed much longer
this time, altering dates on computers,
reconfi�guring settings, and scanning
over 6,400 ballots, according to a law-
suit document that also alleged: “one
precinct scanner was physically
opened to inspect the internal parts.”

Cyber Ninjas CEO Doug Logan waits
for the Arizona Senate Republicans
hearing review of the 2020
presidential election results in
Maricopa County at the Arizona
Capitol in September 2021 in Phoenix.
Logan’s access to voting machines is
being investigated in at least two
states. ROSS D. FRANKLIN/AP

Why was
Doug
Logan in
Georgia?
Probe looks at 2021 visit,
voting machine access 
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